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CASH PRIZE: $20,000
FOR CARBON

A $20,000 prize has been
offered up to farmers look-
ing to both store carbon
in their soils and boost the
productivity of their farms.

Dubbed the AgriProve
20/20 Olsen Prize for Soil
Carbon Farming, the prize
recognises the Olsen fam-
ily, who in March this year
was issued with the first
soil carbon credits under
the Emissions Reduction
Fund (ERF). AgriProve
managing director Matthew
Warnken said building soil
carbon enabled farmers to
improve the productivity
and resilience of their farm,
while also earning income
from carbon credits.

"Mainstreaming regener-
ative agriculture will have a
material impact on revers-
ing global warming. But to
get there we need to move
fast," said MrWarnken.

The prize is designed to
drive innovation in regener-
ative agriculture, encourage
farmers to register projects
under the ERF, and build
an evidence base for soil
carbon farming.

Victorian farmer Niels
Olsen has set the standard,
managing 20 tonnes dry
matter yield per hectare
and a 20 tonne increase in
soil carbon sequestration in
just a year.The $20,000 will
go to the next farmer that
achieves this remarkable
standard.

Recognising not all
farmers are blessed with
Mr Olsen's average rainfall
of 1000 millimetres, the
goal has been adjusted to
match his feat in 100mm
increments.

Hence in 500mm rainfall
country, the standard to
meet would be 10 tonnes
of abatement and 10
tonnes of feed per ha in a
12-month period.

AgriProve has secured
$150 million to pay farmers
for building soil carbon
over the next 10 years.

Simmering desire to
reduce global warming

IN THE theatre of Pacific
politics and diplomacy,
Australia has always been
the big boy on the block.

But dissension is growing,
as seen at last week's Pacific
Island Forum hosted by Tu-
valu, probably the country
with most to lose by glob-
al warming.

And with massive Chinese
infrastructure spends now in
play in the Pacific there is no
guarantee the Pacific nations
will stand in accord with
Australia's climate policy.

This month's Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate
Change report suggested
land use had the potential to
reverse global warming via
increased sequestration of
carbon in plants and soils.

This places Australian
farmers in the box seat.
That the Carbon Farmers of
Australia met for its ninth
conference in Albury earlier
thismonth as climate change
grabbed world headlines
could not have been more
timely.

An Australian carbonmar-
ket, in the form of Australian

carbon credit units (AC-
CUs), is now a marketable
commodity. And backed
by sound methodology and
basline data, Australian
farmers can now be paid
for increasing carbon in
their soil.

Sure, there is a process to
be met to earn these credits,
but increasing intellectual
capacity and a propensity to
lend farmers a helping hand

to capitalise on this new sci-
ence is opening new doors.

At the conference
Agriprove, a commercial ag-
ricultural start-up that aims
to mainstream carbon farm-
ing and help farmers into the
market, launched the first
online farmer platform for
soil carbon projects.

There are many ways to
earn ACCUs, among them
being methane emissions

reductions on a cattle herd
or sequestering carbon.

One ACCU amounts to
one tonne of carbon diox-
ide equivalent removed or
prevented from entering
the atmosphere. An ACCU
currently trades between $15
and $16. These units may
not be traded internationally
unless sold to individuals on
a voluntary basis to buyers
looking to reduce their indi-
vidual carbon footprint.

Country Carbon manag-
ing director Nick Cameron
believes this is a flaw in the
Australian system and the
Australian government is
setting the price of AACUs
to help meet its own interna-
tional climate change targets
at a discount price.

Mr Cameron is currently
selling voluntary ACCUs in
both Germany and the US.
It costs farmers to establish
their baseline carbon data

and it is not cheap.
Canadian scientist Tim

Dobert told the conference
that globally, grasslands
consisted of 30 to 40 per cent
of the terrestrial habitat and
were undervalued as car-
bon stores.

Many speakers insisted
themarket for carbon credits
would surely grow, suggest-
ing airlines were a major
potential customer because
they had few options other
than offsets if they wanted
to declare themselves car-
bon neutral.

Other countries' propen-
sity to subsidise their farm-
ers in one way or another
was questioned and more
than once it was suggested
helping Australian farmers
establish their baseline car-
bon data could benefit both
the climate and help farmers
transition to more sustaina-
ble farming practices.

Outstanding On Farm Innovation/Invention winner Stephen Whitsed with son Keenan Whitsed, highly commended
Richard Makin and Skye Glenday from Climate Friendly, the award's sponsor.

Master of ceremonies Khory Handcock, Niels Olsen and
Agriprove's Matthew Warnken on stage at the Carbon
Cocky Awards.
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AUSTRALIA
faces increasing
pressure from its
Pacific neighbours
to reduce carbon
emissions, but
could simple help
for Australian
farmers deliver the
solution?
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